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I. **Gal 5:1-6**

A. **Stand fast** - stēkō -  
   1. To stand firm, to persevere, to be constant, Hold one’s ground, maintain a position

B. **“IN” the Liberty** - ēlĕuthĕria - Personal freedom from servitude, confinement or oppression  
   1. **Servitude** - Freedom of choice  
   2. **Confinement** - Freedom from limitation or restrictions  
   3. **Oppression** - Freedom from unjust authority

C. “By which Christ has made us free”  
   1. **Gal 5:1 The Passion Translation** - Let me be clear, the Anointed One has set us free—not partially, but completely and wonderfully free! We must always cherish this truth and stubbornly refuse to go back into the bondage of our past.

D. **Entangled** - ēnēchō - To hold in or upon; enslave, subject or under control of

II. **Gal 5:7-13** - You Ran well

A. **1 Cor 9:24-26** - Run in such a way that you may obtain it; not with uncertainty  
   1. **Obtain** - katalambano - To acquire, seize or take hold of; possess  
   2. **Uncertainty** - adelos - Without purpose, irresolutely, uncertainty of mind, without a goal  
      a) Person with certainty of purpose, focused resolve, conviction, determination, fortitude, intentional

B. **Hindered** - anakŏptō - To beat or drive back, impede or prevent

C. **Obeying** - peitho - Persuade, convince, trust and therefore obey

D. **Truth** - alēthĕia - Conformity to the true nature and reality of things, free from falsehood or error

E. **Persuasion** - pĕismŏnē - Communication to convince, induce or persuade

F. **Mind** - phroneo - To exercise the mind, to have an opinion or hold a view

III. **Participants in battle for persuasion by truths:**

A. **Jesus** - Represents the truth - John 14:6
B. **Satan** - Represents the lie - John 8:44

IV. **Called to liberty**

A. **Called** - *kaleo* - To invite, summon; to refer to the proper name of something

B. **Liberty** - *ĕlĕuthĕria* - Freedom of choice, from limitation, from unjust authority

C. **Serve** - *dōulĕuō* - To work for, serve in a humble manner

D. **Bite** - *daknō* - Cause personal harm, bite or tear with the teeth

E. **Devour** - *katĕsthiō* - To cause extensive destruction or destroy utterly; consume completely

F. **Consumed** - *analoo* - To destroy or consume

1. **John 10:10** - The thief comes to steal, kill and destroy, Jesus brings life